We propose a fast variant of the Gaussian algorithm for the reduction of two{ dimensional lattices for the l 1 ?; l 2 ? and l 1 ?norm. The algorithm runs in at most O(n M(B) log B) bit operations for the l 1 ?norm and in O(n logn M(B) log B) bit operations for the l 1 ? and l 2 ?norm on input vectors a; b 2 Z Z n with norm at most 2 B where M(B) is a time bound for B-bit integer multiplication. This generalizes Sch onhages monotone Algorithm Sch91] to the centered case and to various norms.
Introduction
The Gaussian algorithm computes a reduced basis for a lattice of rank 2, or, in other terms, a reduced binary quadratic form out of a set of equivalent positive forms Ga1801]. This algorithm is a natural generalisation of the centered Euclidean algorithm to dimension 2. Lehmer Le38] gave a fast gcd{algorithm for integers by performing most of the arithmetic on the leading bits. Sch onhage Sch71] modi ed this method to achieve an asymptotically low bit complexity. Recently Sch onhage Sch91] extended this techniques to a fast reduction algorithm for binary quadratic forms. Yap Ya92] published an outline of a similar result in the language of lattice basis reduction. This research considered monotone reduction algorithms reducing to the smallest nonnegative integers. However the Gaussian algorithm is more e cient with centered reduction steps Va91, Da93] . Our basic idea is, that the core of the Gaussian algorithm operates stable until the approximation error exceeds 1 12 of the norm of the actual vector. This is valid for arbitrary norms. Recently Kaib and Schnorr gave a sharp worst case analysis for the number of interations of the Gaussian algorithm for arbitrary norms KS93]. We use their explicit formulas for the transformation matrices in the centered algorithm to bound the approximation errors. e-mail: kaib@cs.uni-frankfurt.de 2 Preliminaries Let a; b 2 IR n be a basis of the lattice Z Za + Z Zb. We denote by k : k an l p ?norm for p 2 f1; 2; 1g on IR n and by succ : IR For an abstract norm it might be hard to compute the Gaussian reduction function.
However, the computation is easy in the interior steps where (succ (a; b); b) is well{ordered. In this case we can compute succ (a; b) in O(nM(B)) bit operations where a; b 2 Z Z n with max (k a k; k b k) 2 B for the l 1 ?; l 2 ? and l 1 ?norm. For simplicity we restrict the norm to be one of those l p ?norms. Nevertheless the results of this paper hold for any l p ?norm for which we can compute succ (a; b) in O(nM(B)) bit operations. We call such a matrix M a stepmatrix and we call a product of stepmatrices a reduction matrix. Note that the Gaussian reduction step is performed by the inverse of the stepmatrix. The central point in the proof of the sharp bound on the number of iterations is that the following Lemma holds for any norm:
Lemma 2. Let ( ; ) be well{ordered, M a stepmatrix and (a; b) = ( ; ) M . Then (a; b)
is well{ordered and ( ; ) = (succ (a; b); a).
Proof. See KS93] , Lemma 9.
2
The goal of this work is to achieve an asymptotically low bit complexity by using approximate arithmetic. We will show that the Gaussian algorithm operates stable until the approximation error exceeds some threshold. Therefore we need a property of the bases that preserves well{orderness if the approximation error is bounded. We In our notation, the procedures performing and cancelling Gau steps are: It is easy to check the output conditions recursively. The general idea for the time bound is that the integer d chosen in
Step 2 is a measure for the descent of the algorithm. The recursive calls in Steps 4 and 6 have descent less than d=2. We state:
Theorem 7. Algorithm FG terminates after at most O(n (1+log n 1=p ) M(B) log B) bit operations on an input basis a; b 2 Z Z n with k a k; k b k 2 B where M(B) denotes a bit complexity bound for B-bit integer multiplication.
The proof will be given in the next section. We remark that for the l 2 ?norm we can always run algorithm FG with n = 2, since we can perform all operations by use of the Gram{ matrix (a; b) > (a; b) instead of the vectors a; b 2 Z Z n . The initial and nal transformation requires O(n M(B)) bit operations. For reduction of bases in other l p ?norms it is helpful in many cases to perform an initial pre{reduction of the basis in the l 2 ?norm. Step 3 and Step 7 is omitted and the output of Step 6 is already 2 m+z {minimal.
Step 1: We have k k < 2 m+z+1 . The norm decreases at least by a factor 2 in each iteration. Hence ( ; ) is 2 m {minimal after at most z + 1 iterations.
Step 3: ( 3 ; 3 ) is not swo. We rst prove that max fk a k; k b kg 1 12 k a k :
12?
k a k 12 2 2z+2?m?z < 12 2 z+d?m?z?1 3 < 1 (we used d < m). Hence ( 3 ; 3 ) is well{ordered. The central stabylity consideration shows that in this case the algorithm takes at most 2 Gau steps on (a; b).
Step 7: Let ! 6 = succ ( 6 ; 6 ) = "( 6 ? 6 ). Assume we are in the non{terminal case, i.e. the 2 h 0 -minimality of ( 6 ; 6 ) implies k ! 6 k < 2 h 0 . Since ( 6 ; 6 ) is swo and k k 1 12 k 6 k the same ; " satisfy ! = succ ( ; ) = "( ? ) = 2 k ! 6 + "( ? )] :
We use = k 6 ? "! 6 k k 6 k
